Effect of two aliphatic aldehydes, methylglyoxal and 4-hydroxypentenal, on the growth of Yoshida ascites hepatoma AH-130.
The influence of a ketoaldehyde, methylglyoxal (MG), and a hydroxyalkenal, 4-hydroxypentenal (HPE), on the growth of a highly-deviated tumour has been investigated. MG and HPE, administered intraperitoneally, strongly depressed in rats the proliferative activity of the Yoshida ascites hepatoma AH-130, reducing its mitotic and labelling indices as well as the proportion of cycling cells (growth fraction). Monitoring the effects on the cell cycle by the labelled mitoses method showed that the percentage of labelled mitoses was markedly lowered after either aldehyde, which is indicative for a blocking effect in the S phase. In addition, the mean cell cycle time was slightly prolonged by MG, probably due to accumulation of cells in G1, whereas HPE delayed the first mitotic peak and increased the mean DNA synthetic period without modifying the overall cycle time. The effects of HPE on the cell cycle were prevented by pretreatment with polyamines. Repeated doses of MG significantly increased the fraction of tumour-bearing rats surviving at 90 days ('indefinite' survivors) as well as the survival time of those which succumbed, implying that the carcinostatic effect of MG persisted over several cell cycles. By contrast, HPE did not significantly modify the survival of AH-130-bearing rats, suggesting that its influence on tumour growth was rapidly reversible.